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adjoined to your bulla; and some sacrificing instruments, which you have not; besides a very perfect patera like yours in p. 15. I have several vows and lamps, particularly a spintria of the latter sort; and an original spintria medal: the latter ia historic ; the former very particular to be upon a sepulchral urn, I don't mean uncommon, but very observable : you know there is a famous sarcophagus at Bolsena in the same stile: Mr. Addison mentions it to show how lightly the ancients thought of deathz; but as he was a much better Christian than antiquarian, I should be glad to see the subject treated by you.
I have seven weights of different impressions from yours, but of the same parts; indeed I had forgot, for I think you have all the parts, so I need not mention that.
As you design your antiquities shall come to London to be engraved, am I to hope to see yourself with them ? I do not send your book till I know whether you would have it back, or whether stay here for the originals. Any of mine you may command.
If you design your work in Latin, I am entirely against its being published by subscription, as the language excluding the women, would reduce the number too much to make it worth your while.
I must say the end of your letter gave me the most pleasure, even from the distant hint of your continuing writing after the completing this.—My living at such a distance from you makes your works the sole pleasure I receive from your acquaintance, except your letters, which
2 Walpole's memory was at fault	sarcophagus) very entire, and what
here; what Addison wrote (in his	is particular, engraven on all sides
Memories on Several Pwta of Italy, in	with a curious representation of a
the chapter on ' Towns within the	bacchanal.     Had   the  inhabitants
neighbourhood of Borne') was:  ' I	observed a couple of lewd figures afc
saw in the church-yard of Bolsena	one end of it, they would not have
an antique funeral monument (of	thought it a proper ornament fox!
that   kind   which   they  called  a	the place where it now stands.'

